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ABSTRACT 
 

In this study radiation doses in IVU clinical examinations were measured in 
three public hospitals and a sample of 44 patients.  In each room the machine 
output was measured for different peak tube voltages. Patient's data such as 
(age and weight) and exposure parameters (kVp) and mAs) were recorded. 
Entrance Surface Air Kerma (ESAK) for patients was determined by using 
the tube output and the patient exposure parameters. The ESAK ranged from 
0.76 to 6.75 mGy. The cumulative ESAK ranged from 3.5 to 34.6 mGy. In 
conclusion, the obtained results are in agreement with the standard reference 
ESAK levels. The study showed that the cumulative ESAK can approach a 
level known to increase the probability of stochastic effect. 
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INTRODUCTION 

     In Sudan many of diagnostic x-ray procedures are performed each year. Using medical x-
ray has increased the ability to detect disease or incurring early enough for a medical problem 
to be managed, treated or cured. When applied and performed propriety, these procedures can 
improve health and may even save a person life. On other hand x-ray radiation also has a 
small potential harm to living tissue. The most significant risks are the small increased in the 
possibility of cancer developing in late life, cataracts and skin burns. The risk of developing 
cancer from diagnostic x-ray radiation exposures is generally small, and it depends on at least  

     Three factors those are the extend of radiation dose incurred, the age at exposure, and the 
sex of the exposed person. The life time risk of cancer increase with the larger dose and the 
more x-ray exams a patient undergoes. The life time risk of cancer is larger for a patient who 
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receives them at an older age. Women have somewhat higher life time`s radiation risk than 
men for developing cancer after receiving same exposure. 
     Although radiation exposure connected with these procedures cannot be avoided, there are 
means to reduce it as low as possible. For protection of patients the exposures are usually 
measured for estimating the hazard resulted from each diagnostic procedure therefore   which 
is needed for a radiation dosimetry. 
      
      This research focused on a dosimetry for specific x-rays examination which known as 
Intra Venous Urography examination. This examination used to check kidneys and tubes that 
drain them (urethras). A special dye is used to reveal any differences between the kidneys or 
other abnormalities. The examination may also be used to look at the size and shape of the 
bladder. This examinations required additional x-ray exposure reach to five exposures. It is 
often called (IVU).  
      
      Intravenous urography (IVU) is the examination of the urinary tract involving up to 20 
radiographs (mean of 8.2) (1). For this reason, even if the IVU frequency is only about 1.3% of 
the total number of examinations, its contribution to the collective dose is much higher, equal 
to about 11% (2). 
      
      In the ‘‘National protocol for patient dose measurements in diagnostic radiology’’ (2). the 
measurement of the ESD is proposed for individual radiographs rather than for complete 
examinations where the DAP is the preferable dose related quantity. IVU does involve a large 
number of radiographs but the orientation of the patient throughout the examination does not 
change. Thus, ESD measurements are easy to perform, provided that appropriate dosemeters 
are available. 
      
      If such dosemeters are not available, an estimate of the ESD can by obtained by using 
measurements of absorbed dose to air, such as those performed during the quality control 
procedure of an X-ray unit (free-in-air measure-ments on the central beam axis) and 
appropriate backscatter factors (BSFs) (2). 
      
      In recent years individual scientists and professional bodies were engaged in a systematic 
effort for medical exposure control in Sudan in areas of diagnostic and interventional 
radiology. Initial results from projects so far completed produced magnificent potential for 
dose reduction (3,4).  
     Many studies recommended that dosimetry should be performed regularly to evaluate the 
level of radiation dose for optimization of radiation protection of the patients in order to 
introduce Local Diagnostic reference levels. 
Therefore the aim of this research is to measure the Entrance Surface Dose (ESDs) for some 
patients undergoing (IVU) x-ray examinations in three hospitals in Sudan and to compare the 
obtained entrance surface doses (ESDs) values with the established (ESDs) standards. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

     This work was carried out in three public hospitals in Khartoum, Sudan and included three 
X-ray units. The hospitals are thereafter refereed as: A, B and C. These hospitals were chosen 
because they had a considerable number of IVU procedures performed on daily basis.  
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Initially, questionnaires were distributed to radiographers in charge of the diagnostic facilities. 
Each radiographer was asked to provide information with respect to his X-ray radiography 
unit, including manufacturer, model, and Screen type and film speed. To calculate the ESAK, 
X-ray tube exposure parameters were recorded for each patient undergoing the specified 
diagnostic procedure: peak tube voltage (kVp), exposure current–time product (mAs) and 
focus-to-film distance (FFD). The ESAK (K e) is defined as the air kerma to air on the X-ray 
beam axis at the point where the X-ray beam enters the patient or a phantom, including the 
contribution of the backscatter. The ESAK was calculated in the present work using the 
following relation (5,6): 

K e = K i ×B                   (1) 

) 2               (2) 

       where B is backscatter factor,  is the tube output per mAs measured at a distance of 
100 cm from the tube focus along the beam axis at different kVps different mAs values 
typically encountered in the clinical practice.   is tube current exposure time product 
(mAs). kV is peak tube voltage recorded for any given examination, mAs is the tube current–
time product, FSD is the focus-to- patient entrance surface distance and BSF is the 
backscatter factor. The X-ray tube outputs, in mGy (mAs)−1, were measured in a scatter-free 
geometry, using Unfors Xi dose rate meter (Unfors Inc., Billdal, Sweden). This dose rate meter was 
calibrated by the manufacturer and reported to have accuracy better than 5%. A value for B of 1.35 
was used in this study (7).  
      

      Table 1. Summarizes the radiographic technical data collected for the X-ray units, as well 
as the measured tube output at 70 kV. The film type and speed used in all hospitals was green 
with speed 400.  

Table 1. Radiographic equipment technical data 

Hospital  Equipment make/ 
model  

Installation Filtration Film 
screen 
type/Speed 

Tube output 
at 70 kV 
(µGy/mAs) 

A Toshiba/LISTEM 2003 0.7 Green/400 35 

B Toshiba/LTN-25 2002 0.7 Green/400 25 

C Toshiba/DR3724H 2004 2.3 Green/400 37 

 
     To calculate the FFD in the IVU procedures a standard patient thickness ( ) of 20 cm 
was used according to the method described in Ref.(3).  Exposure parameters were registered 
and dose calculations were performed on a sample of 42 patient who under underwent 
multiple X-ray procedures. All adult patients with age ≥16 years were included in this study. 
Quality control (QC) tests were performed in all departments participating in this study. Only 
films that were considered diagnostic by the radiographer were accepted in this study. This 
ensured that all dose levels used were representative of the diagnostic image. 
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RESULTS 

     Doses were calculated in regard to 42 patients who underwent multiple IVU procedures 
using measured tube output data and the patient specific exposure parameters. All X ray 
equipment for which doses were  measured were properly maintained, checked as part of 
quality control program and were found to perform according to specification. 

     Descriptive statistics of patient information, radiographic parameters, ESAK and 
Cumulative Air kerma are presented in Tables 2-4. The study sample has average age that 
ranged from 22-75, 18-70 and 26-53 years in hospital A, B and C; respectively. Mean patient 
weight at hospital A, B and C was 61, 67 and 81 kg; respectively.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of patient information, radiographic parameters, 
ESAK and Cumulative  Air kerma for patients examined in Hospital B 

Patient data Radiographic Parameters  
Age  Weight kV mAs FSD(cm) 

ESAK 
(mGy) 

Cumulative 
ESAK (mGy)

Sample size 15 15 69 69 69 69 15 
Mean 37 67 75 21 71 01.60 07.32 
St.dev. 15 19 5 4 6 00.83 05.13 
Min 18 43 65 14 57 00.76 03.48 
1st Quartile 27 55 72 20 68 01.06 04.70 
Median 32 65 74 20 72 01.35 05.31 
3rd Quartile 43 74 78 20 76 01.71 07.37 
Max. 70 120 85 30 79 04.49 23.58 

 

Table 2.  Descriptive statistics of patient information, radiographic parameters, 
ESAK and Cumulative  Air kerma for patients examined in Hospital A 

 
Patient data Radiographic Parameters 

 Age  Weight kV mAs FSD(cm) 
ESAK 
(mGy) 

Cumulative 
ESAK 
(mGy) 

Sample size 13 13 56 56 56 56 13 
Mean 40 61 72.00 22.00 69.00 3.21 13.61 
St.dev. 16 12 04.00 05.00 04.00 1.20 06.17 
Min 22 41 62.00 14.00 60.00 1.68 06.72 
1st Quartile 26 56 70.00 20.00 66.00 2.70 10.93 
Median 36 60 71.00 22.00 68.00 3.05 12.54 
3rd Quartile  50 67 74.00 24.00 72.00 3.46 14.48 
Max. 75 85 83.00 36.00 76.00 6.75 31.23 
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Table 4. Descriptive statistics of patient information, radiographic parameters, 
ESAK and Cumulative  Air kerma for patients examined in Hospital C 

Patient data Radiographic Parameters  
Age  Weight  kV mAs FSD(cm) 

ESAK 
(mGy) 

Cumulative 
ESAK (mGy)

Sample size 14 14 64 64 64 64 14 
Mean 40 81 67 32 62 3.16 13.58 
St.dev. 8 15 4 4 4 0.98 06.57 
Min 26 60 62 28 58 1.92 05.13 
1st Quartile 33 67 64 28 60 2.56 10.76 
Median 40 82 66 32 61 2.88 12.13 
3rd Quartile 44 94 68 36 63 3.36 14.79 
Max. 53 109 80 40 73 6.26 34.62 

 

DISCUSSION 

     The three hospitals use the same type of equipment, 400 speed film and the facilities were 
using equipment of the same make. This could partially explain the closeness of the measured 
ESAK. The variations in ESDs among the different radiological departments studied may be 
attributed to several factors: differences in patient weights, exposure parameters, radiological 
technique, focus-to-film distance, total filtration. The contribution of the patient size to the 
mean ESD variability has been well established (3).  However, the selection criteria adopted in 
this study did not impose weight restriction because of the small number of patients covered 
but still provides the information needed for optimization. The could partially explains the 
small variations observed in patient dose.  
 
       Radiation doses measured in this study are well within the established international 
reference doses. CEC guidelines (7) recommends 10 mGy as reference dose for IVU 
procedure. The mean ESAK per IVU procedure was 3.21, 1.6 and 3.16 mGy in hospital A, B, 
and C; respectively.  These variation could be explained by the rather few number of IVU 
image in the present study (mean about 5).  Other reason could be because reference doses 
were established 15 years ago and that advances in imaging technology contributed to the 
improvement of the equipment performance. This could indicate the necessity for established 
local or new reference dose levels that commensurate with the current practice.  
      
       Studies have shown that adherence to the CEC guidelines (7) have led to reduction in 
effective dose up to 50% with no change in image quality (8,9). To assess the status of the 
radiographic techniques applied in Sudanese hospitals, in regards to IVU examinations, 
radiographic parameters recorded in this work were compared to the corresponding CEC 
guidelines for good radiographic technique. The comparison of the FFD, kV, film-screen 
combination speed, total filtration and automatic exposure control (AEC) revealed that 
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Sudanese hospital perform in conformity with the European recommendation in regards to 
IVU examinations.  
      
        In the present study all IVU examinations all hospitals were performed using kVp values 
that ranged from 58 to 85 kV which is comparable to kV values recommended in the CEC 
guidelines i.e. 50-90 kV. Therefore the influence of kV may not be of much influence on 
patient dose because all hospitals were observed using similar tube potentials and were 
according to CEC guidelines as stated. 
When compared to similar studies, the ESD values found in the present study were relatively 
lower than those reported by 
      

        The cumulative ESAK ranged from 3.46 to 34.6 mGy. The study showed that the 
cumulative ESAK can approach a level known to increase the probability of stochastic effect.  
The dose level is very high compared to doses other incurred in other radiological 
examinations as reported in similar studies (3,4). Adjustment of exposure parameters according 
to dose saving protocols is necessary for hospitals with high doses for optimization purposes. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Entrance surface air kerma (ESAK) were calculated in the present study for 42 patients who 
underwent IVU procedures in three Sudanese public hospitals. ESAK values per IVU 
procedure were within the reference doses recommended by the European Commission. 
However, Comulative ESAK was high compare to the other standard radiological procedures. 
The study showed that the cumulative ESAK can approach a level known to increase the 
probability of stochastic effect and that there is ample requirements for optimization by 
reducing both the number of IVU images and possibly the radiographic exposure parameters 
in particular tube current exposure time product (mAs).  
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